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What is “Renewable” Energy?

 Generally we think of energy produced by: 

 Wind turbines;

 Photovoltaic (solar) panels;

 Solar thermal (mostly western);

 But, don’t forget hydroelectric, which is a zero-emission power source.



GRDA Generation Portfolio includes 

(nameplate capacity):

 385 MW wind turbines;

 254 MW traditional hydro;

 260 MW pumped hydro.

 GRDA has issued an RFP for up to 200 MW of 
additional wind, solar, and/or hybrid 
generation resources. 

 GRDA plans to integrate up to 300 MW of 
additional nameplate capacity wind turbines 
and solar panels into its generation portfolio 
by 2022.



Southwest Power Pool Integrated 

Marketplace and Wind & Solar



What is the Southwest Power Pool?

 Southwest Power Pool (SPP) is a Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

authorized Regional Transmission Organization.  

 SPP administers the high-voltage transmission grid in all or part of 14 states, 

including Oklahoma.

 SPP also operates and administers a day-ahead energy market. 

 SPP performs other services including reliability coordination, regional 

transmission planning, and Open Access Transmission Tariff administration.  



Important SPP Functions for 

Renewables:

 The SPP Integrated Marketplace purchases all energy generated by wind, 

solar, and hydro resources.

 The Open Access Transmission Tariff (“OATT”) is the rulebook for 

interconnecting generation to the bulk-electric system.

 The OATT also establishes rules and procedures for obtaining “Transmission 

Service” from a generator to a certain load point. 



Renewable Energy in SPP:

 Today in SPP:

 Around 20,000 MW of wind interconnected to the transmission system.

 SPP wind penetration peak of 67%.

 In the SPP Generator Interconnection queue:

 Around 50,000 MW of wind;

 Around 28,500 MW of solar;

 Around 5,700 MW of storage; and

 376 MW of gas.
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SPP Integrated Marketplace

 What is the SPP Integrated Marketplace (“SPP IM”)?

 Energy generated at plants is ‘sold’ to the SPP IM;

 Energy used to serve load is ‘bought’ from the SPP IM;

 SPP IM uses computers and algorithms to match up the lowest-cost generation 

available to serve the load for any given time.

 With a perfect transmission system, only the lowest-cost units would be 

dispatched by SPP.  But . . . 



SPP Integrated Marketplace and 

Congestion

 The transmission system has physical limits. 

 With a perfect transmission system, the lowest cost generation would always 

deliver the lowest cost energy to load. 

 However, because transmission lines (and other equipment) are only rated to 

handle a certain amount of current, the lowest-cost generation cannot always 

be delivered to a load.

 This results in “congestion.”

 Congestion causes high and low energy prices, and prevents pure economic 

dispatch.  



Transmission Congestion

 “Transmission Congestion” is basically a phenomenon in which 
there is too much energy flowing across a line (or related 
component).  

 To reduce the congestion, the SPP IM pushes prices higher or lower, as 
a signal to reduce energy output. 

 Wind projects frequently contribute to congestion pricing.

 This can result in negative Locational Marginal Prices (LMPs), as shown 
in the map.

 If a Market Participant ‘sells’ to SPP IM at negative LMPs, it must pay:

 SPP IM to take the energy during that interval; and 

 Developer for the energy under the contract. 



Negative Locational Marginal Prices 

(LMPs)

 Why do negative LMPs matter? 

 Example:  Electric Company X has a $20.00 /MWh wind PPA, with an output of 100 
MW in SPP IM hourly interval 0200.  Due to low load and transmission congestion, 
the SPP IM price drops to -$30 / MWh.  Electric Company’s net exposure is:

 100 MW x $20 / MWh = $2,000 (payable to wind farm PPA)

 100 MW x $30 / MWh - $3,000 (payable to SPP IM)

 Total: $5,000 for the hour – or, an average energy only cost of $0.05 / kWh.

 That is without transmission expense, capacity expense, regulation, or any other component of 
the total rate.

 Note the overall difference between this and the $0.02 PPA price. 



Negative LMPs – Real-Time versus Day Ahead

There are typically more negative LMPs in the real-time market relative to the day-ahead market, 
but the pattern is similar. 

Source:  SPP quarterly State of the Market report, available at: 
https://www.spp.org/documents/60391/spring_2019_quarterly_presentation.pdf

https://www.spp.org/documents/60391/spring_2019_quarterly_presentation.pdf


Congestion Intervals in SPP:

Many SPP pricing intervals experienced congestion, including some severe congestion. 

Source:  SPP quarterly State of the Market report, available at: 

https://www.spp.org/documents/60391/spring_2019_quarterly_presentation.pdf

https://www.spp.org/documents/60391/spring_2019_quarterly_presentation.pdf


What about Transmission Service? 
 Okay, I get it.  The transmission system can get congested, and it impacts 

prices.  But, I have a contract with SPP for “Transmission Service” from my 

wind farm to my load.  Doesn’t that mean that the power physically flows 

directly from my wind farm to my load? 

 No. 

 Electricity always flows across the path of least impedance – the electric grid is not 

a network of lines and switches like the telephone company.

 Analogy: water in pipes, or water in a river.

 You can have the best contracts written by the best lawyers, but electricity will 

still physically flow according to the laws of . . . physics.

 Transmission Service does allow an entity to financially hedge against some 

congestion risk, so that helps financially.  But, it does not change physics. 



Not a Perfect Hedge

• P&L for congestion hedges is complex.

• Because TCR positions can either net or 

cost you money, depending upon the 

direction of the congestion, you have to 

be careful not to end up on the right end 

of the graphic to the right.

• Source:  SPP quarterly State of the Market 

report, available at: 

https://www.spp.org/documents/60391/s

pring_2019_quarterly_presentation.pdf

https://www.spp.org/documents/60391/spring_2019_quarterly_presentation.pdf


Tax policies drive pricing differences 

(generally speaking):

Wind:

 Production Tax Credit (PTC) based 

upon the output of the project.

 Incentivizes maximum production 

volume to maximize PTC.

 If energy production is curtailed, 

someone loses the value of PTCs.  

Solar:

 Investment Tax Credit (ITC) based 

upon the cost of the project.

 Not dependent upon incremental 

energy production. 

 If energy production is curtailed, 

no ITC value is lost.  



One more thing – Capacity Accreditation

 In SPP, utilities are required to have enough capacity to cover their load, plus 

a safety margin of 12%. 

 Due to SPP rules, utilities may not claim the entire nameplate capacity of 

wind and solar generation to meet this requirement.

 This means that a utility with 100 MW of load, and 100 MW of wind, will still 

need to acquire around 100 MW of additional (traditional) generation capacity 

to satisfy the SPP resource adequacy requirements.   



Does this mean wind or solar PPAs in the 

SPP IM are a bad thing? 

 No.  GRDA has wind PPAs (some since 2008), and plans to integrate more wind 

and solar into its generation portfolio.

 However, GRDA has various mechanisms in place to hedge the risk associated 

with negative LMPs at wind or solar pricing nodes.

 Be careful, and do it right.



Substitutes for Physical Renewable 

Generation?

 Regardless of physical delivery, there is an energy offset benefit. 

 For every MWh of zero-emission energy injected into the grid, that is one 

MWh of carbon-based energy that is avoided. 



Renewable Energy Certificates

 When a MWh of renewable energy is generated, a Renewable Energy 

Certificate (REC) is born. 

 What is a REC?

 Intangible, and separate from the physical electrical power and energy.

 The REC is a birth certificate of sorts, signifying that a unit of renewable energy 

was generated at a certain place and time. 



RECs and Marbles

 To understand RECs, it is helpful to think of a glass jar full of green marbles. 

 Every time a MWh of renewable energy is generated, the MWh of energy flows into 
the grid, and performs work.  As soon as the MWh enters the grid, the energy is 
mixed with all other energy and becomes indistinguishable. 

 The REC is a little green marble that remains in your jar after the renewable 
energy mixes with all of the other energy on the grid. 

 The green marbles show that, at some time and place, renewable energy was 
physically generated on somebody’s behalf, and those marbles represent the 
environmental value of that renewable energy.



RECs and Load Offset

 Therefore, by purchasing RECs, an entity purchase the green marbles that 

demonstrate renewable energy was generated on their behalf – and, that 

carbon-based energy was not generated on their behalf. 

 Entities that offset 100% of their load with RECs sometimes claim to be 

powered by 100% renewable energy, because carbon-based generation in an 

amount that would otherwise be required to serve their load was offset by 

renewable production.



RECs – Advantages and Disadvantages

 Advantages:

 Low cost;

 Low risk;

 Short-term;

 Can be resource specific;

 Low complexity (i.e. no transmission reservations, no physical planning);

 Represents true physical production from a renewable resource;

 Carries right to claim that purchaser’s energy was “renewable.” 



REC - Disadvantages

 Disadvantages:

 Not actual, physical renewable power or energy;

 Not coincident with load curve;

 May not signify a new investment in renewable energy (i.e. could be an existing 

facility). 

 May not satisfy policy goals. 



Renewable Energy Power Purchase 

Agreements (REPAs)

 REPAs involve another utility (i.e. a wind generation company or solar 

generation company) that owns and maintains the generation plant, and an 

offtaker that buys the renewable energy produced from the plant. 

 For example, Wind Development Company might own title to the wind farm 

itself, but the REPA requires Utility Company X to purchase all of the energy

produced by the facility. 



REPA Basics

 Typically take-and-pay contracts. 

 Curtailment = REPA energy price plus the grossed-up tax benefit that the wind 
development company would have otherwise realized from the sale. 

 No PTC applies to solar REPAs. 

 Typically long-term, based upon the useful life of the facilities. 

 Can include a fixed energy price, or a price escalator. 

 Typically REPA offtakers receive both the energy produced, and the RECs 
associated with that energy. 



REPA – Advantages
 Advantages:

 Physical delivery of energy into SPP IM, although not necessarily to load;

 Possibility of energy arbitrage in SPP IM;

 Resource specific;

 Includes both energy and RECs;

 If paired with transmission service, can count a percentage of nameplate as 

Accredited Capacity. 

 True physical production from a renewable resource.

 Signifies new investment in renewable energy (if new source). 



REPA - Disadvantages
 Disadvantages:

 Higher risk;

 Higher complexity;

 Longer lead time;

 Longer term;

 Transmission Service can require expensive upgrades;

 Still not necessarily physically delivered to load;

 Not coincident with load curve, unless overbuilt.



Full Renewable Generation Ownership
 Advantages:

 Like a REPA, but you also own the actual generators and equipment;

 Closest thing to physical delivery of energy to load;

 Possibility of energy arbitrage;

 Visible resource that customers can drive by and see;

 Includes both energy and RECs;

 If paired with transmission service, can count a percentage of nameplate as 

Accredited Capacity; 

 For solar, sometimes works as community-scale solar or BTMG;

 True physical production from a new renewable resource.



Full Renewable Generation Ownership
 Disadvantages:

 Highest P&L risk;

 O&M risk is borne by the owner;

 Depreciation, malfunction, and risk of loss borne by the owner;

 Longest term, and end-of-life issues;

 Financial risk;

 Insurance;

 Highest complexity;

 Longest lead time;

 Still not necessarily 100% physically delivered to load;

 Transmission Service, if required, can trigger expensive upgrades;

 Not coincident with load curve, unless overbuilt.



Spectrum of risk and complexity:

Low Complexity Intermediate 

Complexity

High Complexity

Low Risk RECs

Intermediate Risk REPAs

Higher Risk Self-Ownership



GRDA Programs and Products



GRDA’s Existing and Expanding Portfolio

 GRDA already has wind and hydro, and plans to add more wind (and solar) to 

its resource portfolio.

 Even if customers do nothing, their wholesale energy mix will become 

significantly greener over the next several years. 



GRDA Renewable Energy Certificate 

Program

 GRDA owns RECs that it will make available to its customers. 

 The voluntary GRDA Renewable Energy Certificate Program allows a GRDA 

wholesale customer to match a percentage of load with RECs from GRDA.

 One-year participation term. 

 RECs are available on a first-come, first-served basis, and only cost 

$0.001/kWh (one tenth of one penny per kWh).



GRDA REC Program (continued)

 Unique transactions:  If customers seek unique types of REC transactions (i.e. 

block purchases, or RECs tied to specific resources or types of resources), 

GRDA will work with customers to meet their needs.



GRDA Green Energy Program Concept

 GRDA has discussed, but not implemented, a process by which customers 

could opt-in to a PPA that is fully comprised of wind, solar, and, if desired, 

hydro resources.  

 Like the current GRDA PPA, the GRDA Renewable PPA would be calculated 

based upon the PPA Contract Prices and SPP market charges associated with a 

certain defined mix of zero-emissions generation.  

 Due to the market risk discussed earlier, this price could be higher or lower 

than the ordinary GRDA PPA.  



GRDA Community Solar Generation

 GRDA has also discussed creating a community solar program for its wholesale 

cities. 

 Key features of how the program would (probably) work:

 GRDA would build (or contract for the output of) a small solar facility on land 

provided by the city;

 GRDA would sell the power and energy produced from the facility to the city at 

wholesale, at a price based upon the cost of the community solar facility. 

 Buy-all/Sell-all structure.  The city would continue to purchase its full 

requirements from GRDA and GRDA would credit the city for the capacity and 

energy produced by the solar facility at its avoided costs.

 This would allow the city’s end use customers to see the physical solar panels used 

to provide energy to the city, and would make it feel more real to the 

stakeholders. 


